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The purpose of this study is to clarify the near synonym status of jiang and shuo 
‘say’ in Chinese through the approach of syntax & semantics with corpus data 
(Lian et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2005) combined with an analysis toward the 
historical development of word meaning (Traugott, 1989; Bybee et al, 1994; Su, 
2004). Based on Academia Sinica Corpus 3.0, containing 4.9 million Chinese 
words, we retrieve 300 entries of jiang and 300 entries of shuo. Three questions 
are investigated: 1) Do jiang and shuo share the same semantic core? 2) What are 
their peripheral differences and preferred usage among speakers? 3) How do their 
historical evolutions support our findings? We display the convergence and 
divergence among jiang and shuo, providing consistent evidence in semantic 
research and practical application in Chinese teaching toward confusion faced by 
second language learners due to near synonyms common semantic domain and 
syntactic constraints (Hsiao & Hsu, 2012). 

0. Introduction 
The interaction between syntax and semantics has been widely discussed through 

the studies of near synonyms in Chinese (Heo,1986; Liu et al, 2005; Hsiao & Hsu 2012). 
Our study aims to combine the corpus approach (Tsai et al., 1996) with the diachronic 
analysis (Traugott 1989, Bybee et al. 1994) to provide further evidence for the near 
synonym status and evolution. Based on Sinica Corpus 3.0, we retrieve data about the 
high frequency (7000 tokens in corpus) near synonym pair jiang and shuo ‘say’ and 
demonstrate their similarities. Which we briefly summarize in (1), showing that their near 
synonymy is not structure specific. Further details are provided in the full text. 
 
(1) Similarities of jiang and shuo 

a. V+N 

你   講/說    法語 
ni    jiang/shuo fayu 
you say           French language 
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‘You speak french’ 
b. V+Adv 

講/說得好 
jiang/shuo de hao 
say             C good 
‘Well said’ 
 
This paper is organized as follows: First, we introduce our literature review in 

section 1. Then, we propose our methodology in section 2. Section 3 and 4 display the 
results of research in corpus combined with the analysis of similarities and differences 
between our targeted pair. Finally, the discussion and conclusion are presented in section 
5 and 6. 

1. Literature review 
Regarding research in Chinese, previous studies mainly focused on two 

approaches toward the analysis of near synonyms: Purely syntactic distribution and 
syntax & semantics combined. Both of them extracted data from corpuses as evidence. 
Before providing a brief overview, it is necessary to highlight that a corresponding 
meaning in English was prescribed here to the near synonyms pairs targeted by various 
researches (eg. shuo say, jiang discuss) to facilitate comprehension for the reader. But 
these words actually share (to different degree) these meanings, since they are near 
synonyms. 

    In the syntactic perspective, Heo (1986) investigated the four verbs shuo 
‘speak’, jiang ‘discuss’, tan ‘talk’, gaosu ‘tell’ as near synonyms. Assigning to each of 
them an occurring environment, such as: shuo occurs with subjects that are [+ human], [+ 
abstract], [+ concrete] and with objects that are noun, verb, adjective, ‘V-not-V’ 
structure; jiang occurs with subjects that are [+ human] and objects that are noun; tan 
occurs with subjects that are [+ human], [+ abstract], [+ concrete] and objects that are 
Noun, or ‘V-not-V’ structure. Liu (2003) also explored the syntactic distribution of 
various verbs of discussion, while Gong & Wu (2012) targeted the pair bangmang and 
bangzhu ‘help’. They aimed to determine the characteristics of the co-occurrences for the 
two verbs, stating that the verb bangmang typically takes an event as an object with 
positive or neutral collocates and the verb bangzhu takes a person/an organization as an 
object with negative collocates.  

    However, semantics could hardly be omitted when discussing near synonyms, 
since their meaning was the core of the investigation. This is the reason why the second 
approach of syntax & semantics combined with corpus data was much more prominent in 
the past studies. As demonstrated by Tsai et al (1996) through their comparison of the 
near synonym pair gaoxing and kuaile ‘happy’ or quan and shuifu ‘persuade’, some basic 
semantic components or features ([± effect], [± control], [±telic]) can predict the different 
syntactic behaviors of near synonyms. Liu (1997) also employed the same methodology 
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to distinguish between three Chinese verbs: jian, zao and gai ‘build’. Lian et al. (1998) 
also incorporated the semantic factors into corpus analysis to examine the pair fangbian 
and bianli which mean ‘to be convenient’. Moreover, Liu et al. (2005) proposed a deeper 
semantic approach through frame-based analysis. They targeted the near-synonymous 
verbs biaoshi, biaoda and biaolu ‘express’ and highlighted that polysemy among related 
verbs may be well defined and manifested within the framework of Frame Semantics, 
which can also provide a model for polysemy evolution. Huang & Hong (2005) also 
examined the contrast of two near synonymous pairs, kan - jian ‘see’ and chu - mo ‘touch’ 
by comparing the conceptual differences and distributional pattern. Following the same 
track, Zhuo & Tao (2009) analyzed the Chinese disposal constructions ba & jiang, 
proposing that they share the basic meaning of disposal while contrasts in terms of 
subjectivity & emotionality. Hsiao & Hsu (2012) explored the differences in usage 
between the near-synonymous pair juxing and juban ‘hold a meeting, a competition, or an 
event’. Taking a corpus-based approach, the findings were discussed from four aspects: 
syntactic patterns, semantic roles, event structures and their respective collocational 
nouns. Hsu & Chung (2012) provided an analysis for the soaking verb pair pao and jin. 
Based on incorporating the Module-Attribute Representation of Verbal Semantics 
(MARVS) proposed by Huang et al. (2000), they discovered that pao had wider semantic 
extension than jin, even if the event structure of ‘soak objects in liquid’ was found for 
both verbs. Moreover, by focusing on the core sense of ‘soak objects in liquid’, they 
proposed metaphorical extensions for the two verbs, such as Part-Whole metonymy, 
container metaphors, and mass-count image schema. 

Getting to our study, besides adding the notion of semantics, another field was 
proposed by linguists: the historical development of word meaning. By defining its 
evolution we could provide additional evidence to the near synonymous status. As an 
example Zhang (1998) described the evolution of jiang and he ‘river’ in Chinese. The 
similar methodology was employed by Su (2004) when analyzing the verb shuo ‘say’. 
She defined it as polysemic and having both lexical and grammatical functions. It can be 
used as a main verb, be optionally placed in front of the subordinate clause or functioning 
as a complementizer (Wang et al., 2003). On top of that, this complement-like shuo also 
shows flexibility in that it can also occur sentence-finally. As summarized in Fig1. 
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Fig1. The evolution path of shuo

 
 
As a summary, previous studies proved that a combination between syntax and 

semantics was necessary to provide accurate analysis of corpus data. Moreover, 
additional knowledge on the historical development of the word’s meaning could provide 
extra-evidence on the near synonym pair status. In our study, we include these 
perspectives and research result in our methodology and propose an analysis for the near 
synonym pair of jiang and shuo ‘say’. 
 
2. Methodology 

Our approach is corpus-based. Relying on Sinica Corpus 3.0, which contains 4.9 
million Chinese words, we retrieve 300 entries of jiang and 300 entries of shuo, obtaining 
a total of 600 tokens. Based on previous studies methodology explained in section 2, we 
first display the similarities and differences between usage of jiang and shuo to further 
support their near-synonymy. Second, we analyze their usage tendency in corpus data, to 
check if each of them does have a preferred pattern among speakers. Third, to provide 
extra-evidence, we compare their evolution path. Other methodologies of semantic 
analysis such as metaphor or metonymy are not employed since our targeted pair were in 
the same semantic domain, have similar image schema and syntactic constraint.  

Our main reference of comparison is the analysis of shuo from Su (2002 & 2004). 
In her study (Su, 2004) she proposed seven main usages for shuo, including matrix verb, 
serial verb, reportative marker, complementizer, final-complementizer, connector marker, 
noun. While in Su (2002), she already provided nine sub -categorization for the matrix 
verb: to say, to tell, to persuade, to scold, to view, to judge, to explain, to think, to mean. 
Based on these parameters, we verify if the near-synonym jiang can fit into each slot of 
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matrix verb. The result shows which case is not convertible between the two verbs and 
explain their differences among most of similarities.  

    It is also necessary to highlight that only the matrix verb usage of these two 
words are chosen for primary analysis due to three main reasons: first of all, their high-
occurrence in speech, whether written or spoken. Taking Sinica Corpus as an example, it 
contains 2084 tokens of jiang and more than 5000 of shuo. Second, they do have high 
interchangeability in normal speech, as briefly summarized in the introduction and 
explained in details in the next section. Third, previous studies mostly focused on 
analysis of compound words such as Hsu (2012) with juxing and juban ‘hold’ or Tsai et 
al. (1996) with gaoxing and kuaile ‘happy’, however their compounded nature could have 
complication on usage and interpretation. Therefore, following more precise 
methodology of other previous researches such as Hsu & Chung (2012) with pao and jin 
‘soak’, we choose sole word verbs as target. 

 
3. Similarities and differences in broad meaning 

As explained by Su (2004), the word shuo can have 7 main meaning, which we 
briefly display through sample from Sinica Corpus in the following parts. Mainly we can 
divide it into two segments: the one where it carries concrete meaning (2, 3, and 8) and 
the second in which it changes as of marker or complementizer (4, 5, 6, and 7). 

 
First, it can be used as matrix verb, with the structure of X shuo, as in (2). The 

detailed sub-categorization of this class will be displayed after the main analysis. 
 

(2) shuo as matrix verb 

妳說⼀句話 
ni shuo  yi    ju           hua 
you say one sentence talk 
‘You say one sentence’ 
 
Second, it can be employed as serial verb, with the structure of V shuo, in (3). 
 

(3) shuo as serial verb 

我聽說妳回來了 
wo ting shuo ni huilai le 
I    hear say you come back 
‘I heard that you come back’ 
 
Third, departing from its content word, it can also carry grammatical functions, 

such as being a reportative marker. In this case, it is combined with a previous 
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communication verb in the structure of V + shuo and can directly be replaced by the 
symbol ‘ : ‘ in speech. As demonstrated in (4). 
 
(4) shuo as reportative marker 

a. 王⼩姐來信說她找到新⼯作了 
Wang xiaojie laixin shuo ta zhaodao xin gengzuo le 
Wang miss   write   say  she find       new job 
‘Miss Wang wrote a letter saying that she found a new job’ 

b. 王⼩姐來信: 她找到新⼯作了 
Wang xiaojie laixin : ta zhaodao xin gengzuo le 
Wang miss   write   : she find       new job 
‘Miss Wang wrote a letter : she found a new job’ 
 
Fourth, it also carries the usage of complementizer following the structure of V + 

shuo, but mainly verbs representing personal opinion, as displayed in (5). In this 
situation, it is also optional. 

 
(5) shuo as complementizer for personal opinion 

a. 你很可能就不會再堅持說這些作品平淡無奇了 
Ni      hen keneng   jiu buhui zai  jianchi shuo zhexie zuopin pingdanwuqi le 
You very possible will not again insist   say     these work   banal  no strange 
‘It is very possible that you won’t insist again saying that these works are banal’ 

b. 你很可能就不會再堅持這些作品平淡無奇了 
Ni     hen keneng    jiu buhui zai  jianchi zhexie zuopin pingdanwuqi le 
You very possible will not again insist     these works banal no strange 
‘It is very possible that you won’t insist again that these works are banal’ 
 
Fifth, the complementizer function can be moved to sentence final position to 

highlight personal opinion. Following the fourth meaning, it is optional, as shown in (6). 
 

(6) shuo as sentence final complementizer 

a. 我覺得很好吃說 
wo juede hen hao  chi shuo 
I      feel very good eat say 
‘Say, I think that it is tasty’ 

b. 我覺得很好吃 
wo juede hen hao chi 
I    feel  very good eat  
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‘I think that it is tasty’ 
 
    Sixth, it can also carries the function of connector marker, after preposition 

related to personal opinion, such as ‘if’ or ‘unless’. In accordance with its specificities in 
(4), (5) and (6) it is optional without alternating the meaning, as displayed in (7). 

 
(7) shuo as connector marker 

a. 除⾮說她真的做了 
chufei shuo ta zhende zuo le 
unless say she really do  
‘Unless she really did it’ 

b. 除⾮她真的做了 
chufei ta zhende zuo le 
unless she really do 
‘Unless she really did it’ 
 
    Finally, it can also serve as noun, as shown in (8). 
 

(8) shuo as noun 

在⽣物學上有這麼⼀說 
zai shengwuxue shang you zheme    yi shuo 
at biology            on   have like this one say 
‘In biology, there is one way to say’ 
 
As a conclusion for shuo we can summarize its usage in the Table 1. The 

distribution ratio within corpus data is also displayed. Our results are in accordance with 
Su (2004), who pointed out in her data of 1992 tokens that the matrix verb usage of shuo 
held 95% of utilization.  
 

Table1. Main meanings of shuo 
 Category How to use Optional Distribution in corpus data 
1 Matrix verb X shuo N 83.3%(250) 
2 Serial verb V+shuo N 0.0% (0) 
3 Reportative marker V+shuo Y 4.0%(12) 
4 Complementizer V+shuo Y 6.7%(20) 
5 Complementizer Final Y 0.0% (0) 
6 Connector marker P+shuo Y 5.3% (16) 
7 Noun N N 0.7%(2) 
 Total   100%(300) 
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Now turning to jiang, we realize that it can only carry the usage of matrix verb 

and noun, as displayed in (9) and (10). 
 

(9) jiang as matrix verb 

我講⼀句話 
wo jiang yi ju hua 
I say    one sentence 
‘I say one sentence’ 

 
(10) jiang as noun 

第⼀講是關於⼈⽣的關卡 
di yi jiang    shi guanyu rensheng de guanka 
the first talk is    about          life of challenge 
‘The first talk is about the challenges in life’ 
 
Following our methodology, we can summarize the meanings of jiang in Table2, 

along with its distribution in corpus, which is also in accordance with previous studies. 
 

Table2. Main meaning of jiang 
Category How to use Optional Distribution in corpus data 

1 Matrix verb X jiang N 97.3%(292) 
2 Noun N N 2.7%(8) 

Total   100%(300) 
 
As a resume, we can summarize that shuo and jiang both have the meaning of 

matrix verb, but jiang do not share the extended grammatical function of shuo as 
complementizer or marker. Since, the main topic of our analysis is the near synonymy of 
matrix verb this does not directly affect our research. Nevertheless, it does have 
significance and we will come back to this point in the discussion section. What we do at 
first is to verify that the usage of matrix verb is still the core of the two verbs, as 
displayed in Table 1 and 2, where for shuo the matrix verb usage had a frequency of 
83.3% while for jiang it detained 97.3%. Our next step is to verify that the meanings of 
matrix verbs are also shared between the two words, to prove their status as near 
synonyms and define their differences at the same time. 
 
4. Similarities and differences in Matrix verb 

Following the steps of Su (2002), we categorize nine principal meanings for the 
matrix verb shuo: to say, to tell, to persuade, to scold, to view, to judge, to explain, to 
think, to mean. They are explained in the following examples and compared with the 
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utilization of jiang at the same time, to demonstrate the similarities and differences 
between the two verbs. To be brief, the first five meaning from (11)-(15) are 
interchangeable, while the four others (16)-(19) are not. It would seem that this ratio is 
not enough to prove them as near synonyms, but the frequency of occurrence displayed in 
later sections clarifies that this does not affect our study. 

 
    First of all, shuo can represent the meaning of ‘to say, to talk and to speak’, 

these meaning are categorized under the same branch in Su’s studies therefore we will 
follow this classification for ease of explanation. In this situation, jiang is 
interchangeable, as displayed in (11). 

 
(11) jiang and shuo as ‘to say, to talk and to speak’ 

a. 說/講 ⼀句話 
shuo/ jiang yi ju hua 
say           one sentence 
‘Say one sentence’ 

b. 說/講 法⽂ 
shuo/ jiang fawen 
say             French 
‘Speak French’ 
 
    Second, shuo and jiang can both bring the meaning of ‘to tell’, as in (12). 
 

(12) jiang and shuo as ‘to tell’ 

說/講 ⼀個故事 
shuo/ jiang yi ge gushi 
Say          one CL story 
‘Tell a story’ 
 
Third, they both can be meaning ‘to view’, as displayed in (13). 

 
(13) jiang and shuo as ‘to view’ 

管⼈家怎麼 說/講 我 
guan renjia zenme shuo/ jiang wo 
care  others how         say         me 
‘I don’t care how others view me’ 
 
Fourth, they both can carry the meaning of ‘to judge’, as shown in (14). 
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(14) jiang and shuo as ‘to judge’ 

這件事很難說/講 
zhe jien shi       hen nan shuo/ jiang 
this CL thing very difficult say 
‘This thing is hard to judge’ 
 
Fifth, they both can be meaning ‘to explain’, we propose a sample in (15). 
 

(15) jiang and shuo as ‘to explain’ 

舉例來說/講 
juli lai            shuo/ jiang 
take example say 
‘Taking as example to explain’ 
 
Sixth, shuo can mean ‘to scold’, as displayed in (16). From here, the meaning of 

the two matrix verbs diverges and is not interchangeable anymore. 
 
(16) shuo as ‘to scold’ 

爸爸 說/*講 了我⼀句 
baba shuo/ *jiang le wo yi ju 
dad        say             me one sentence 
‘Dad scolded me by saying a sentence’ 
 
Seventh, only shuo can also have the meaning of ‘persuade’, as shown in (17). 
 

(17) shuo as ‘persuade’ 

動之以情, 說/*講 之以理 
dueng zhi yi xing, shuo/ *jiang zhi yi li 
Move it by sentiments, say it by reason 
‘Move him by sentiments, persuade him by reason’ 
 
Eighth, shuo may represent the sense of ‘to think’. jiang does not have the similar 

property, as in (18). 
 

(18) shuo as ‘to think’ 

她在⼼裡說/*講 
ta zai xin     li shuo/*jiang 
she at heart in say 
‘She thought in her mind’ 
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Ninth, shuo can mean ‘to mean’, as in (19), while jiang cannot. 
 

(19) shuo as ‘to mean’ 

這句話是說/*講 
zhe ju hua    shi shuo/ *jiang 
this sentence is say 
‘This sentence means’ 
 
However, there is also one extra meaning for jiang that shuo cannot carry, it is 

‘view importantly’, as demonstrated in (20). 
 

(20) jiang as ‘view importantly’ 

他很 講/*說 信⽤ 
ta hen jiang /*shuo xinyong 
he very say             trust 
‘He view trust very importantly’ 
 
As a summary, half of the meanings of shuo are shared by jiang. This ratio could 

seem too low to prove their near synonymy, therefore we add into consideration the 
frequency of each meaning in corpus. The main goal of this action is to check if the two 
verbs do share the same semantic core. The result is displayed in Table 3, from where we 
realize that indeed the two matrix verbs share the same semanticity, as both of them 
mainly carry the meaning ‘say’ with 58.8% for shuo and 55.5% for jiang, moreover their 
secondary sense is also the same: ‘explain’. It holds 24.8% for shuo and 20.2% for jiang. 
Basically their biggest difference would be the extra meaning of ‘view importantly’ with 
jiang, taking 14.7%. 

 
 

Table3. Matrix verb usages of shuo and jiang 
Meaning Shuo Ratio of shuo Jiang Ratio of jiang 

1 Say,talk,speak Y 58.8% (147) Y 55.5%(162) 
2 Tell Y 1.6%(4) Y 7.5%(22) 
3 View Y 4.8%(12) Y 0.3%(1) 
4 Judge Y 6.8%(17) Y 1.4%(4) 
5 Explain Y 24.8%(62) Y 20.2%(59) 
6 Scold Y 0%(0)   
7 Persuade Y 0%(0)   
8 Think Y 0.4%(1)   
9 Mean Y 2.8%(7)   
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10 View importantly   Y 15.1%(44) 
Total 250(100%) 100%(292) 

 
Finally, one more analysis is necessary to determine the preferred usage of our 

targeted near synonym pair, therefore we investigate the tendency of each subcategory 
within the main meaning of ‘say’ (between jiang and shuo, the result is displayed in table 
4. We can realize that shuo mainly carry the meaning of say with 84.4% of its usage, 
while jiang on the other hand has a more equilibrated usage tendency within the three 
categories with 44.4% of ‘say’, 33.3% of ‘talk’ and 22.2% of ‘speak’. 
 

Table4. Main meanings of shuo and jiang 
Meaning Shuo  Jiang  

1 Say 84.4%(124) 44.4%(72) 
2 Talk 8.2%(12) 33.3%(54) 
3 Speak 7.5%(11) 22.2%(36) 
 Total 100%(147) 100%(163) 

 
5. Discussion 

Through the analysis in section 4, we are able to retrieve sufficient data proving 
the similarities and differences of our targeted pair shuo and jiang. Following Table 3 we 
realize that indeed the two matrix verbs shared the same meaning of ‘say’ and ‘explain’. 
However, thanks to the corpus data, we are also in the capacity of explaining their major 
differences, which we summarize as three: first, jiang do carry a meaning that shuo do 
not have: ‘view importantly’. Second, as displayed in Table 4, within the principal usage 
as matrix verb shuo is tended to be employed as ‘say’ (84.4%) while jiang carries more 
the meaning of ‘talk and speak’ (55.5%). Third, following Su (2004), shuo already 
undergo a long process of evolution, starting from matrix verb and evolving to 
grammatical function word, such as complementizer of marker. Even if these peripheral 
meanings do not hold the major tendency in usage, they still has a significant ratio (17%) 
within our data. Moreover, Su (2002) also explained that this tendency is augmenting in 
spoken circumstances. In her spoken data with 1536 tokens, the matrix verb still has 
63.6% (976) of ratio but the meaning of complementizer raise to 26.5% (407). In our 
point of view this is also the major difference between the two examined words: shuo is 
in a more advanced stage, while jiang stays in basic level. As shown in figure 2 adapted 
from Su (2004). 
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Figure2. Evolution path of shuo and jiang 

 
 
This supposition is motivated by Traugott’s claim (1989) that the main stages of 

grammaticalization are as follow: a normal lexical item such as the matrix verb shuo 
starts to assume in certain linguistic contexts a grammatical function (eg. reportative 
marker). When this new function stabilizes and grammaticalizes, it will further evolve 
into more grammatical functions (Heine, Claudi and Hunnemeyer 1991). In our case of 
shuo, it develops into complementizer. During this process, a typical phenomenon is that 
the lexical item lose its original autonomy and is forced to appear as a bound morpheme 
or assimilated to the environment (Bybee et al 1994). This is observed in Table1, in 
which half of the usage of shuo are only bearing grammatical function and forced to 
appear bound to other words. On the other hand, jiang do not display such characteristics 
in our data, it keeps the matrix verb meaning in majority. We may explain this with the 
fact that his near synonym shuo already filled the evolution path, therefore jiang may not 
go further in the grammaticalization process. 

 
6. Conclusion 

Based on data from Sinica Corpus, we analyze the near synonym relation between 
shuo and jiang in two approaches: first, following previous studies results, we categorize 
the major meaning of the two targets, our priority being their matrix verb representation. 
Then we review their distributional ratio within our data, proving that both share the 
same core in terms of semanticity besides their peripheral differences or preferred usage 
among speakers. Second, through diachronic analysis we provide explanation for their 
divergence, assuming that the status of near synonymy blocked jiang to evolve into 
grammatical function, since shuo already occupied the path that they were sharing as near 
synonym. These results support the claim of previous studies that semantic differences 
are determining the syntactic differences. Moreover, we wish to provide through this 
study an organized methodology of corpus research combined to semantic analysis. 
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